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QUESTION: 1
When using the GUI to create a Tivoli senior administrator that will be using the desktop
on a Windows NT managed node, which user name must be entered on the Create
Administrator dialog?

A. senior
B. nobody
C. tmersrvd
D. any account name that is valid on that Windows NT managed node

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
A customer has an existing Tivoli Distributed Monitoring V3.7 deployment. Their
environment includes machines running AT&T Unix. Which statement is true?

A. ITM V5.1.1 supports these machines, so there are no upgrade issues.
B. The customer must set up a separate TMR to monitor the machines running Tivoli
Distributed Monitoring V3.7.
C. Tivoli Distributed Monitoring V3.7 and ITM V5.1.1 can coexist on the same TMR,
but must be on separate gateways.
D. Tivoli Distributed Monitoring V3.7 and ITM V5.1.1 can coexist on the same TMR,
and they can continue to monitor the machines with DM V3.7.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
The customer wants the capability to automatically recover from a specific event using
an automated action. Where does the Tivoli Administrator define this recovery action?

A. endpoint
B. Profile Manager
C. IBM Tivoli Workbench
D. IBM Tivoli Health Console

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 4
The customer wants to upgrade Tivoli Distributed Monitoring (Advanced Edition) V4.1
to ITM V5.1.1. What should they do?

A. upgrade first to ITM V5.1 and then to ITM V5.1.1
B. install the latest DM V4.1 patches and then upgrade to ITM V5.1.1
C. install the latest DM V4.1 patches then upgrade to ITM V5.1 and then to ITM V5.1.1
D. upgrade directly from Tivoli Distributed Monitoring (Advanced Edition) V4.1 to ITM
V5.1.1

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
What administrator role is required to create an ITM Monitoring Profile?

A. user
B. super
C. senior
D. admin

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
What command provides information to the configured Tivoli Business System Manager
CommonListener?

A. wdmcmd
B. wdmcollect
C. wdmheartbeat
D. wdmdiscovery

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
A server administrator calls you one afternoon to inform you that he did not recieve an
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alert from a monitor that should have caught a failed application service. You remember
distributing this particular Resource Model earlier in the morning. You are unable to run
a successful status check on the tmw2k engine from the Gateway. Which two of the
following selections will help in troubleshooting the failed Resource Model and tmw2k
engine? (Choose two.)

A. check status of MDist
B. check status of MDist 2
C. check status of endpoint
D. check status of resource model
E. remove the LCFNEW directory and execute 'wdmcmd'

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 8
A customer has the ITM Web Health Console running in a UNIX environment. The error
message "AMW4805E An error occurred while creating the graph" is displayed when
generating Historical or Online Metric graphs. What UNIX environment variable needs
to be set to correct the problem?

A. LANG
B. PATH
C. SHELL
D. DISPLAY

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
Which two statements are true about the wdmconfig command? (Choose two.)

A. The wdmconfig command is used to configure ITM resource models.
B. The wdmconfig command is used to query for information concerning the
configuration of the ITM gateway processes.
C. The wdmconfig command is used to query for information concerning the
configuration of the ITM endpoint processes.
D. The wdmconfig command is used to change the values of one or more configuration
keys, governing the operation of the ITM gateway processes.
E. The wdmconfig command is used to configure the values of one or more configuration
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